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Abstract. Model checking suﬀers from the state space explosion prob-
lem. One method to alleviate this problem is to exploit symmetries in the
system, such that duplicate symmetric components of the state space are
not explored – saving time during the checking process. This paper iden-
tiﬁes symmetries in typical structures of the formal language of B, includ-
ing relations, powersets and elements of sets, and presents a method for
ﬁnding them through the modiﬁcation of the well known graph isomor-
phism program, NAUTY. This work has been implemented in the ProB
model checker and preliminary experiments indicate the idea holds much
potential for improving the performance of model checking for B.
1 Introduction
Model checking [1] uses an automatic procedure that searches every state in
which a formal model of a system can be (its state space), and veriﬁes whether
some speciﬁcation holds for each; any violations are reported to the user. Since
systems may contain an inﬁnite number of states, bounds are placed on the pa-
rameters of the system to make this number ﬁnite, and guarantee algorithmic
termination. It is made diﬃcult by the state space explosion problem, where the
addition of small components to a system result in a combinatorial growth in
the number of states, which the model checker must still search; thus, veriﬁ-
cation of large systems becomes intractable. Various methods aim to alleviate
this problem, such as partial order reduction [2] and abstraction [3]. The subject
of this paper concerns the technique of symmetry reduction, where one exploits
symmetric components of a system, which are indistinguishable in terms of the
global behaviour.
Moreover, this paper describes an approach for applying symmetry reduc-
tion to model checkers of systems written in B [4], whose ﬁndings have been
implemented into the B model checker, ProB [5]. The B-Method is a theory
and methodology used for the formal speciﬁcation and development of computer
software systems. It includes a concise language based on set theory, called B,
and is used by industries in a range of critical domains, notably in railway con-
trol.2 Approach to Symmetry Reduction
Intuitively, two states are symmetric if their state variables and values are se-
mantically the same; a precise deﬁnition is given in deﬁnition 1.
Deﬁnition 1. Given a system with speciﬁcation φ and two states in its state
space α and β, then α is symmetric to β when φ holds for α iﬀ φ holds for β.
In B, φ in deﬁnition 1 above, is an invariant that should be satisﬁed by all
reachable states of a (ﬁnite state) system description, called a B machine.
The eﬀect of symmetry reduction is to partition the state space into equiv-
alence classes of symmetric states. A modiﬁed model checking algorithm that
implements this partitioning could then search a smaller but equivalent quotient
state space by ensuring that it reaches at least one representative state from
each equivalence class. A major problem associated with this scheme is ﬁnding a
computation that computes a representative, whose time saved by a constrained
search is not outweighed by its computational ineﬃciency.
3 Symmetries in B Structures
Deferred sets are fundamental constructs in the B language. They contain ab-
stract elements that have no speciﬁc meaning and cannot be individually referred
to1 i.e., the elements are symmetric. Therefore, such information can be used to
ﬁnd symmetries between other common B constructs. This work chooses to ex-
ploit the relation e.g., partial/total functions, providing their domain/codomain
uses elements of deferred sets.
Current Progress and Goal: Finding symmetric relations is equivalent to
ﬁnding isomorphic graphs, for which the most eﬃcient general purpose pro-
gram is NAUTY [6]. Given two undirected and unlabelled graphs, it computes a
canonical label for each, where the labels match if and only if the graphs are iso-
morphic. The underlying algorithm used in this computation has been extended
and integrated into the ProB model checker, to enable direct computation of
canonical labels for directed and labelled graphs. This means symmetries can be
found between multiple variables that are relations on deferred sets. Support is
achieved for non-symmetric elements of deferred sets by colouring graphs be-
fore applying the algorithm; such cases arise if the deferred set includes machine
constants. The goal is then to maximise the range of systems this symmetry re-
duction exploits, by translating most (if not all) B constructs into relations – so
any state can be modelled as a single directed, labelled graph, whose canonical
label can be found. Currently, a translation is used for powersets of arbitrary
depth and elements of sets. Symmetry is exploited by reducing the state space
search so that only one representative of each equivalence class is explored.
Empirical Results and Conclusions: Results obtained using the methods
described above, which have been implemented into ProB, produce encourag-
ing savings in time and state space required for the veriﬁcation of B-machines.
1 unless the speciﬁcation has constants that use them.
2For example, BRel models a single relation over two deferred sets, and has one
operation to add an edge to the relation. Figures 1 and 2 show the savings made
in ProB when model checking BRel, with varying sizes of deferred sets. Note
the logarithmic scales on the y-axes, indicating that the savings can be exponen-
tial. Furthermore, experimentation is yet to ﬁnd a veriﬁcation that takes longer
when symmetry reduction is used.
Fig.1. State space size for BRel machine Fig.2. Veriﬁcation time for BRel machine
4 Future Work
Future work will increase the range of B constructs whose symmetries are ex-
ploited, through their translation to relations. Further improvements include
programmatic optimisation of the canonical labelling algorithm.
An additional strategy is that of symmetry breaking [7], as used by the Al-
loy Analyser [8], whose reductions are often orders of magnitude. It prevents
redundant symmetries being computed through the addition of predicates that
constrain the search. Key ideas from [7,8] appear applicable since computing
the canonical label of a state generates automorphisms that could ensure sym-
metric ‘next’ states are never generated. Similar ideas may produce even greater
reductions.
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